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SUSTAINABLEDedication
DESIGN OF A NEW ERA
Since our founding in 1873 in the picturesque 
Münsterland region, we have relied on the traditio-
nal art of goldsmithing. Every piece of jewelry that 
leaves our manufactory is the result of decades of 
experience and dedication. Our deep roots not only 
give us strength; they also provide consistency in an 
ever-changing world.

We are proud to be RJC certified, which highlights 
our commitment to ethical and socially responsible 
jewelry making. Sustainability is our top priority 
and we are committed to a circular economy in the 
handling of precious metals.





BRILLIANTStatement
It is a bold statement for the hand and a shape 
that simply follows your emotions: »form follows 
emotion«. Are you ready for the original of a 
new era? 

EXCLUSIVE ANNIVERSARY YEAR ENGRAVING
An exclusive engraving with a fine diamond set 
in the band makes the Niessing Spannring® Era 
even more precious on the occasion of the Nies-
sing anniversary. The engraving is strictly limited 
to the year 2023. 



NIESSING
SPANNRING® ERA
ARE YOU READY FOR THE ORIGINAL 
OF A NEW ERA?
The Niessing Spannring® Era reveals fascinating 
new facets of a great design icon. At the same 
time, it pays tribute to Bauhaus and to the 
original round shape of the Niessing Spannring. 
A delicate, endless band of gold or platinum en-
circles the finger in a sweeping, free, and graceful 
manner. It almost appears as if two rings are hol-
ding the diamond. Yet it is only one: Curving into 
two fine arches in an entirely organic manner, it 
gently and securely holds the precious diamond. 



ENDLESS
MAGIC 
NEW: NIESSING SPANNRING® ERA 
HIGHLIGHTS RING AND PENDANT
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS WITH RADIANT LINES OF 
LIGHT 
As a Highlights ring and pendant, the Niessing 
Spannring® Era becomes even more exclusive 
and precious: the fine, curved band of gold 
or platinum is completely pavé-set with fine 
diamonds, highlighting the beauty of the large 
diamonds in a unique way. The precious metal 
recedes into the background: it almost seems as 
if the endless, intertwined shape is comprised 
entirely of radiant lines of light.



THE
ORIGINAL 
OF A          
      

NEW
ERA



SPANNRING® PENDANT 
ERA HIGHLIGHTS

SWEEPING, FREE AND GRACEFUL
A delicate, endless band of gold or platinum 
encircles two precious diamonds. Its fascinating 
design with fine, curved arches eliminates the 
need for an eyelet in the new Niessing Spann-
ring® Era pendant: the Niessing Coil or Niessing 
Chain are simply pulled through it – one of the 
sparkling diamonds always faces forward. The 
pendant perfectly complements the bold statem-
ent Spannring® Era. 



Platinum

ROSÉ GLOWING 
GOLD WITH A 
HEART OF 

ROSÉ GLOWING 
GOLD WITH A 
HEART OF 



SUPLA 
GRENADINE  

ICONIC NIESSING COLOR FOR 
THE 150TH ANNIVERSARY
On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the 
manufactory, the Niessing designers and golds-
miths undertook a special challenge: inspired by the 
creative spirit of the Bauhaus philosophy of leaving 
old paths behind and discovering the new. They 
were driven by the desire to translate the iconic 
Niessing Color Grenadine – the color for brand lette-
ring and »Heart and Arrow« – into precious metal.





BRIDAL                                       
.....      ENGAGEMENT

OF PLATINUM
Heart

The new Niessing Supla Grenadine is a rosé-colored, 
warmly shimmering gold. Its portion of precious 
platinum gives it a fascinatingly luminous luster – 
as if bathed in the cool, clear light of the moon. The 
historic Niessing anniversary color translates the 
iconic Niessing Grenadine from the brand lettering 
and »Heart and Arrow« into precious metal. Blen-
ding platinum and gold to create this incomparable 
color tone is a stroke of technical genius. 



EXPRESSION OF LOVE AND 
ETERNITY



OF LIGHT
Magic

NIESSING SPANNRING® LUCIA HIGHLIGHTS
The Niessing Spannring® Lucia Highlights unites 
expressive contours and flowing curves in perfect 
balance. Fine lines of diamonds flow around and 
frame the large solitaire. The precious ring seems to 
radiate from within: Discover the magic of light! 



JUST
HEAVENLYMINIMALISMUS

Sinnlicher

PUR & CLEAR

ELEGANT PLATINUM MEETS 
GLOWING GOLD 
A rosé-colored, warmly shimmering gold. Its por-
tion of precious platinum gives it a fascinatingly 
luminous luster – as if bathed in the cool, clear 
light of the moon. It is the perfect Niessing Color 
for Spannrings as well as wedding rings.



HIGHLIGHTS

SPARKLINGBeauty
NIESSING SPANNRING® HIGHEND C HIGHLIGHTS
The architecturally distinct Niessing Spannring® 
HighEnd C Highlights showcases the large diamond 
on a stage of light. It appears as if these sparkling 
lines of fine diamonds are lifting it aloft, and the 
precious metal recedes into the background. One of 
a kind: Are you ready for your exquisite original?





VARIATION

SET

THE MAGICAL 
KISS OFColor
SET COLORFUL ACCENTS
Setario‘s name, derived from the words »set« and 
»variation,« says it all: A variety of ring forms with 
soft curves has been crafted in gold with various 
color tones of enamel – with or without diamonds. 
Ever since, Niessing Setario has been synonymous 
with collectible rings that can be combined over and 
over again for colorful creations. They also set lovely 
accents, whether worn alone or combined with one 
another.



EDITION
OF THE YEAR 

ANNUAL RING 2023
GRENADINE MEETS SPARKLING DIAMONDS!
The Setario Edition ring is here for the 150th anni-
versary of the manufactory and only available in 
2023 as a Setario Edition ring in Grenadine.
Grenadine is the iconic Niessing Color. Since time 
immemorial, our logo, the flaming »Heart and Ar-
row«, has appeared in this sensuously radiant hue.
The exclusive ring combines gold in Supla Grenadi-
ne with luminous Grenadine enamel and sparkling 
diamonds: It radiates straight to the heart.



TIMELESS

BLACKBLACK &White
THE NIESSING „BLACK & WHITE LOOK“
DISCOVER BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!
Black & White is a classic: refined, pure, and 
timeless. Niessing Setario also brings this 
elegance to the hand, complementing your outfit 
to perfection. Black and white enamel makes an 
unmistakable statement on Setario Wave in Classic 
Yellow Gold; set with diamonds, the ring ripples 
around the finger in sparkling curves.
A radiant satellite completes the look of elegance.
You‘re the one who sets the fashion!



SETARIO            HARMONY

POWDER
Niessing Setario „Look of Powder“ 
Impressively harmonious: With Niessing Setario, 
ring stacking succeeds in making your pastel look 
even more exciting. The enamel in delicate powder 
pink, rich orange, and iconic Niessing Grenadine 
perfectly complements Niessing Gold Colors like 
Fine Rose and Rosewood. With Niessing Satellite 
and Satellite Orbit, sparkling diamonds bestow 
this very special radiance upon each day.
Discover flawless harmony!



NIESSING
0.5 ct € 6.445,-

DEEPBlue
NIESSING SETARIO „LOOK OF DEEP BLUE“
Niessing Setario „Look of Deep Blue“ Night blue, ice 
blue, turquoise – blue is like the sky; an invitation to 
dream: out of reach and yet so near. Blue is the color 
of the ocean and of clarity. Combine blue enamel 
shades with the graphic shape of Setario Square 
or with Niessing Orbit in Fine Gray gold. Discover 
how delicate diamonds further enhance the blue 
radiance – and allow the color of desire to cast its 
spell upon you!



DEEP BLUE



SENSUAL

TOPIA VISION     HIGHLIGHTS

Luxury
SPARKLING DIAMONDS ENHANCE 
THE IRIDESCENT EFFECT
The lustrous surface of the pendants reflects the 
light and captures colors from its surroundings. The 
gold, which is heavy and compact by nature, appe-
ars to virtually dissolve, shimmering like a gossamer 
soap bubble interacting with the ambient light. This 
effect is further enhanced by radiant diamonds!



        FEEL THE 
VISION

GENTLE ILLUSION
REAL LANDSCAPES BECOME DREAM WORLDS
Topia Vision expands the view from real landsca-
pes to the imaginary, the surreal: gossamer soap 
bubbles, radiant northern lights, mysterious 
misty clouds, glittering reflections on the sea – 
such phenomena give free rein to the imagina-
tion. Graphic patterns and abstract structures 
such as branching sand tracks in a desert or the 
iridescent play of light in illuminated metropoli-
tan cities also inspire the dream worlds of Topia 
Vision. 



HIGHLIGHTS

DELICATE 
STRUCTURES
GOLD AS IRIDESCENT AS A GOSSAMER 
SOAP BUBBLE
The expressive outer contours provide the 
jewelry with fascinating dynamics; the pieces are 
incredibly fine, full of lightness and transparency. 
The bracelet and rings playfully embrace the arm 
and fingers gently. The lustrous surface reflects 
the light and captures colors from its surroun-
dings. The gold, which is heavy and compact by 
nature, appears to virtually dissolve, shimmering 
like a gossamer soap bubble interacting with the 
ambient light. 
 
Niessing Topia Vision translates visionary design 
into precious jewelry and makes dream worlds 
come true: Experience the power of visions!



Expression

HIGHLIGHTS

BRILLIANT 
SPARKLING DIAMONDS ENHANCE 
THE IRIDESCENT EFFECT
The lustrous surface of the pendants reflects the 
light and captures colors from its surroundings. 
The gold, which is heavy and compact by nature, 
appears to virtually dissolve, shimmering like 
a gossamer soap bubble interacting with the 
ambient light. This effect is further enhanced by 
radiant diamonds!





JOY
Collecting

CLICK, CREATE – COLLECT!
The Niessing Colette C collection with its fine 
coils and fascinating charms to collect meets 
the historic Niessing Color Supla Grenadine. The 
new Colette C Satellite Hold pendant sends fine 
diamonds into their orbit.



NIESSING COLETTE C RING
Delicate, soft and smooth: For the Niessing Co-
lette C Ring, the Niessing Coil winds around the 
finger up to five times, with two gleaming sphe-
res forming the closure. If you wish, a fine, set 
diamond adds that extra sparkle to every day. Its 
position in the ring can be changed to suit your 
mood: »Today, the focus is on me – tomorrow, I’ll 
shine for the world.« Simply beautiful! 

COLETTE C

CREATE MEMORIES! 
Shining spheres, sparkling diamond pendants, 
precious roundels for your personal engraving, 
and exquisite Niessing design icons in miniature 
make the Niessing Colette C bracelet and neck-
lace symbols of your personal history. Capture 
unforgettable moments forever: Full of spirit and 
charm.



NEW: NIESSING COLETTE C IN SUPLA GRENADINE
THE FIRST COLLECTION IN SUPLA GRENADINE: 

COLETTE C MEETS THE HISTORIC NIESSING COLOR
This sophisticated, subtle Niessing Color embodies 
luxurious understatement. It goes perfectly with 
Niessing wedding rings – and now meets the first 
complete collection with Niessing Colette C. Colette 
C bracelets, rings, necklaces, and all pendants are 
now also crafted in Supla Grenadine: The radian-
ce of platinum provides the fine jewelry with a 
luminous, silky shimmering aura. 

HISTORICALGlow

COLORFUL
HIGHLIGHTS         



NEW: NIESSING COLETTE C SATELLITE HOLD 
A PENDANT SENDS DIAMONDS INTO THEIR ORBIT
Satellite Hold is a brand-new addition to the Colette 
C charm collection. As with the Niessing ring classic 
Satellite, the delicate pendant sends sparkling 
diamonds into their orbit. Nine fine diamonds are 
embedded in a roundel with a gently rounded ton-
neau shape. Colette C Satellite Hold has a stopper 
function: if you wish to create individual images 
with your collected pendants, you can use Satellite 
Hold to fix them at a specific position in the jewelry.

NEW 
SATELLITE HOLD

SATE  LLITE



PRESS PHOTOS
Product images are available 
as hi-res files under this link: 
http://niessing.com/presse
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